Integrated Telecommunications Management System (iTMS)
"Financial Module Summary"

Powerful Enterprise Software Supporting Financial Performance
HOW IT’S DONE
Comprehensive Revenue Tracking
Responsive & Flexible Fee Management
Financial Analysis and Reporting
Automated Anniversary Dates
Automated Invoicing

AUTOMATED ANIVERSARRY
DATES AND CERTIFICATES

Revenue Tracking is Automated and Comprehensive
The administration of a “National Spectrum Plan” requires comprehensive management of the finite
spectrum resources available to a governmental authority. The iTMS manages the various administrative
challenges including the tracking of all License, Spectrum and Type Approval fees. Current and historical
revenue for every customer and all of their anniversary dates are maintained to support regulatory and fiscal
compliance. Revenue is quickly verified by service provider and is tracked by revenue stream. In effect
granular detail is available and the impact of this information, readily available and consistently accurate, is
optimized revenue capture. The system will automatically calculate annual gross and adjusted revenue

The iTMS stores all "Anniversary Dates" and
generates
all
approved
"Certificates"
automatically. Multiple license holders and
multiple Type Approvals are easily viewable.
License Compliance and Frequency Enforcement
becomes efficient and effective.

AUTOMATED INVOICE
CREATION FOR EMAIL
The iTMS offers numerous "Administrative
Efficiencies" including automated creation and
generation of Invoices. Moreover, each
customers' billing history resides in the database.
Invoicing and review is easy and the overall
reduction in data entry plus reduced time and
effort can delay or even postpone additional
growth in staff costs by automating critical
operational duties.

amounts for "Year End Government Reports". Future revenue estimates are formulated using accurate
financial data.

Flexible Management of all License and Frequency Fee Revisions
Telecommunications is driving the adoption of new technologies at a faster pace. As a result Spectrum
Management is subject to quickly evolving policies and regulations. Your software must accommodate
these changing technologies and regulations. The iTMS is flexible and designed for ongoing variation in
licensing and fees. It easily accommodates changes to annual percentage calculations or set fees as well
as updated rates for frequency use. New classifications in Amateur Radio, multiple Type Approval fees or
new charges applied by an Authority or third party company are all processed and revenue collection is
achieved at digital speed. The iTMS is a compliant and flexible system that can easily accommodate new
fee structures efficiently.

Decision Support: Financial Analysis and Reporting
Data integrity on all customer/providers is essential and empowers a Government Authorities' decisions.
When all frequencies and status are readily presented Occupancy Rates can be scrutinized and may lead
to further Licensing and Frequency Authorizations or simply improved allocation of frequency. Reports on
Spectrum Utilization, Occupancy Rates and Revenue all contribute to improved Business Intelligence and
optimal administration of the spectrum resource.
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